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Session Objectives

To illustrate common decision making 
traps that impact the quality of 
decisionsdecisions
To detect these traps in decisions made 
frequently in the laboratory
To construct a strategy for making 
decisions

Decisions

Accept or reject a job offer
Lease or buy a car
Invest moneyInvest money
Buy a house
Move to a new state
Hire the internal vs external candidate
Analyzers and reagent contracts

Traps

Framing
Information Gathering 
Patterns vs ChancePatterns vs Chance
Anchoring
Sunk Cost
Bias
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Framing

The mental 
structure we create 
to simplify a 

l ldcomplex world
Analogy of a window

Framing Trap
A decision-frame is the decision-maker's subjective conception 
of the questions, outcomes and alternatives associated with a 
particular decision
The frame that a decision maker adopts is controlled partly by 
the question being asked and also by the personal 
characteristics and biases of the decision makercharacteristics and biases of the decision maker.
It is often possible to frame a given decision problem in more 
than one way.
Framing: structuring the question to define what needs to be 
decided, what aspects are important and what criteria you will 
use to decide 
A framing effect is a change of preferences between options as 
a function of the variation of frames, for instance through 
variation of the formulation of the problem

Framing Trap
The US is preparing for the outbreak of a deadly 
disease that is expected to kill at least 600 people.  
Which program do you favor?

P A 200 l dProgram A: 200 people are saved
Program B: one third chance that all 600 will be 
saved and two-thirds probability that none will be 
saved

Program A: 400 people will die
Program B: one third chance that all 600 will be 
saved and two-thirds probability that none will be 
saved
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Framing Trap
The US is preparing for the outbreak of a deadly 
disease that is expected to kill at least 600 people.  
Which program do you favor?

P A 200 l d 44%Program A: 200 people are saved- 44%
Program B: one third chance that all 600 will be 
saved and two-thirds probability that none will be 
saved- 56%

Program A: 400 people will die- 11%
Program B: one third chance that all 600 will be 
saved and two-thirds probability that none will be 
saved – 89%

Framing Trap
Loss Aversion

Program A: 200 people are saved- 44%
Program B: one third chance that all will be saved and two-

thirds probability that none will be saved- 56%

The choice in this problem is risk averse.  The prospect 
of certainly saving 200 lives is more attractive than a 
risky prospect of equal expected value, that is, a one-in-
three chance of saving 600 lives. Original study 75/25
The Framing of Decisions and the Psychology of Choice
Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman. This essay was first published 
in Science 211 (1981), pp. 453-8, copyright 1981 by the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science

Framing Trap
Loss Aversion
Program A: 400 people will die- 11%
Program B: one third chance that all will be 

saved and two-thirds probability that none 
will be saved – 89%will be saved 89% 
The majority choice in problem  is risk 
taking: the certain death of 400 people is 
less acceptable than the two-in-three chance 
that 600 will die. 
Original Tersky and Kahneman study, 
approximately 25/75
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Framing Trap
Loss Aversion

Choices involving gains are often risk averse and choices 
involving losses are often risk taking.
We will accept more risk to avoid a loss. 
“The change is accompanied by a pronounced shift from 
i k i t i k t ki W h b d thirisk aversion to risk taking. We have observed this 

reversal in several groups of respondents, including 
university faculty and physicians. Inconsistent responses 
to the same data decision results from the conjunction of 
a framing effect with contradictory attitudes toward risks 
involving gains and losses”

Framing Trap
Mental Accounting

You have decided to attend a concert. Admission is 
$30.00 but you have not yet purchased the ticket.  
As you enter the theater you discover you have lost 
$30.00 from your wallet.  Assuming you have enough 
cash left would you still pay $30.00 for a ticket?cash left would you still pay $30.00 for a ticket?

You have decided to attend a concert and bought a 
ticket for $30.00.  As you enter the theater you 
discover you have lost the ticket. Assuming you have 
enough cash would you pay $30.00 for another 
ticket?

Framing Trap
Mental Accounting

You have decided to attend a concert. Admission is 
$30.00 but you have not yet purchased the ticket.  
As you enter the theater you discover you have lost 
$30.00 from your wallet.  Assuming you have enough 
cash left would you still pay $30.00 for a ticket?cash left would you still pay $30.00 for a ticket? 

Yes 88 % 
No 12%

You decided to see a concert and bought a ticket for 
$30.00.  As you enter the theater you discover you 
have lost the ticket. Assuming you have enough cash 
would you pay $30.00 for another ticket?

Yes 46 %
No 54 %
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Framing Trap
Mental Accounting

Problem [N = 183]: Imagine that you have decided 
to see a play where admission is $30 per ticket. As 
you enter the theater you discover that you have lost 
a $30. Would you still pay $10 for a ticket for the 
l ?play?

Problem [N = 200]: Imagine that you have decided 
to see a play and paid the admission price of $10 per 
ticket. As you enter the theater you discover that you 
have lost the ticket. The seat was not  marked and 
the ticket cannot be recovered. Would you pay $10 
for another ticket?

Framing- Mental Accounting
Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman

Situation A and B are equivalent dollars with different mental 
frames

Situation A =lost cash
Situation B =lost ticket

B is framed mentally as spending $60.00 for the concert.  In A 
the lost cash is a separate frame from purchasing a ticket and 
more are willing to do this, an effect of psychological 
accounting. 
The purchase of a new ticket is entered in the account that was 
set up by the purchase of the original ticket. In terms of this 
account, the expense required to see the show is $60, a cost 
which many respondents find excessive.
The loss of cash is not linked specifically to the ticket purchase 
and its effect on the decision is accordingly less.

Framing Trap 
What is a good deal ?

You are about to purchase a watch for 
$50.00 and a friend tells you that two blocks 
away you can get the same watch for $30.00. 
Would you walk two blocks to purchase yourWould you walk two blocks to purchase your 
watch?
You are buying a flat screen plasma television 
for $1200.00 and a friend tells you that two 
blocks away you can get the same TV for 
$1180.00. Would you walk two blocks to 
purchase your TV?
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Framing Trap 
What is a good deal ?

You are about to purchase a watch for $50.00 and a 
friend tells you that two blocks away you can get the 
same watch for $30.00. Would you walk two blocks 
to purchase your watch?

Yes 100%
You are buying a flat screen plasma television for 
$1200.00 and a friend tells you that two blocks away 
you can get the same TV for $1180.00. Would you 
walk two blocks to purchase your TV?

Yes 38%

Framing Trap
What is a good deal?

These situations are equivalent, walk two 
blocks to save $20.00 but we have placed a 
percentage frame around the decision
Most people think in terms of percentages 
and are less willing to walk two blocks to 
purchase the TV.
Consider every decision in both frames, 
absolute and percentage

Framing Trap
What is a good deal?

When judging what is worth the walk for 
expensive versus inexpensive items, we tend 
to require lower savings on less expensive 
commoditiescommodities. 
Consider how you make tradeoffs – do they 
really represent what’s important to you?
That is, square efforts you put into saving on 
big items with what you (may not) do to save 
on frequent, smaller buys that really add up 
over time.
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The Framing of Decisions and the Psychology of Choice
Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman 
This essay was first published in Science 211 (1981), pp. 453-8, copyright 
1981 by the American Association for the Advancement of Science

Might have a different preference in 
a different framing of the same 
problem
Are normally unaware of alternative 
frames and of their potential effects 
on the relative attractiveness ofon the relative attractiveness of 
options
Would wish their preferences to be 
independent of frame, but  are 
often uncertain how to resolve 
detected inconsistencies
In some cases the advantage of one 
frame becomes evident once the 
competing frames are compared, 
but in other cases the frame is not 
obvious  

Framing Traps Summary
Loss aversion is powerful motivation, so losses loom larger than 
gains, motivating us emotionally. We can get different answers 
based on framing.
Question framing is critical, especially selection of ‘neutral 
points’ that define offsets as losses or gains.  Loss aversion 
drives us to take crazy ‘double or nothing’ bets, so update 

f ll t id th i d ft b d Al t hcarefully to avoid throwing good money after bad.  Also, watch 
for “look how far we’ve come” thinking that hides big 
opportunity. As before, avoiding losses motivates, so we go to 
greater lengths to avoid them than to seek similar gains.  
Think about how problem framing impacts decisions that are 
put to you, and how you can should frame decisions you are 
putting to others.  
Reframe whenever possible 
In politics, you often hear reductions in increases framed as 
‘cuts’ – the same kinds of thing happens with budget and 
forecast changes.

Laboratory Examples
Group Discussion

Purchasing an analyzer
Spending big bucks to save on copier 
paperpaper
Budgetary “losses”
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Information Gathering Traps

“It isn't what we don't know that 
gives us trouble, it's what we 

know that ain't so”
Will Rogers (1879-1935)

Information Trap
Relying on the Available

Which one of the following causes more 
deaths in the United States each year?

Colon cancer 
Motor vehicle accidents

Information Trap
Relying on the Available

Which one of the following causes more 
deaths in the United States each year?

Survey Said
Colon cancer: 28%

Motor vehicle accidents : 72%
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Information Trap 
Relying on the Available 
•Colon cancer kills twice as many people each 
year as motor vehicle accidents (MVA)
• MVAs are more vivid and more available in our 
memory 
•Motor vehicle accidents are one hundred times more•Motor vehicle accidents are one hundred times more 
likely than cancer to be reported in the newspaper or on 
television
• Decisions are shaped by things that are emotional or 
vivid, recent, or what we know best.

Information Trap
Confirmation Bias

We pay careful attention to information that 
confirms our hypotheses or expectations
Other information—even something obvious!—
gets right by us or is ignoredgets right by us or is ignored
Most people look for evidence that supports 
their initial predisposition (intuition), and fail to 
look for information that would be disconfirming
People become champions of their ideas and 
plans
Deliberately conduct a hypothesis-disconfirming
search, assign someone to be the devil’s 
advocate/advocate views that are not theirs

Information Trap
Overconfidence

For each of the following 10 items provide a 
low and a high estimate (range) of the 
correct answer such that you are 90% 

f d h h f llconfident that the correct answer falls 
between.  Try to avoid overconfidence (too 
narrow) or under confidence (too wide).  If 
you successfully meet this challenge you 
should have one (10%) incorrect answer 
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Information Trap
Overconfidence
1. Martin Luther King’s age at his death
2. Length of the Nile River in miles
3. Number of countries that are members of OPEC
4. Numbers of books in the Old Testament
5. Diameter of the moon in miles
6. Weight of an empty Boeing 747 in pounds
7. Year of Mozart’s birth
8. Average gestation period of an Asian elephant in 

days
9. Air distance from New York to Dublin in miles
10. Deepest known point in the Atlantic ocean in feet

Information Trap
Overconfidence
1. Martin Luther King’s age at his death: 38 yrs
2. Length of the Nile River in miles: 4184
3. Number of OPES member countries: 13 
4. Numbers of books in the Old Testament: 39
5. Diameter of the moon in miles: 2159
6. Weight of an empty Boeing 747: 147,000 pounds
7. Year of Mozart’s birth: 1756
8. Average gestation period of an Asian elephant in 

days: 669
9. Air distance from New York to Dublin: 3100 miles
10. Deepest point, Atlantic ocean: 28,374 feet

Information Trap
Overconfidence

Overconfident about things we don’t know
When we know less, our confidence levels don't drop 
appropriately. 
Looking confident looks good, and we know thatLooking confident looks good, and we know that 
impression management counts.
People routinely underestimate the amount of 
uncertainty in facts, figures, and future outcomes
Project confidence outwardly, but it must be matched 
by appropriate private questioning of the basis of our 
confidence – and appropriate adjustments.

Locate available information before deciding
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Laboratory Examples
• Lab examples: subordinates closer to their 

bosses offices may get more critical reviews.
Outside candidates may be viewed more 
favorably than those we knowfavorably than those we know
Vendor references confirming our hypothesis
Flaws in the analyzer systems you have are 
given more weight than those in analyzer 
systems you are considering (grass is 
greener)

Information Trap
Seeing a Pattern in Chance

When we do unexpectedly well we believe we 
are improving. When we see others doing 
unexpectedly well we believe it is chance.
People believe in “winning streaks” and that 
“bad luck” must change
The key fallacy in this thinking is that chance 
does not systematically correct itself
Examples: Running QC over and over until it 
is “in ” (regression to the mean), “Deal or no 
Deal”

Anchoring Trap
Irrelevant Information

A newly hired engineer for a computer firm in Chicago has four 
years experience.  When asked to estimate his starting salary, 
my secretary (knowing nothing about engineering, the 
computer industry, or Chicago) guessed $20,000.00 

A l hi d i f t fi i Chi h fA newly hired engineer for a computer firm in Chicago has four 
years experience.  When asked to estimate his starting salary, 
my secretary (knowing nothing about engineering, the 
computer industry, or Chicago) guessed $350,000.00

What is your estimate of his salary?
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Anchor $20,000 $350,000

Mean $86,000 $120,000

Anchoring Trap
Irrelevant Information

$ , $ ,

Median $60,000 $140,000

Range $50,000-
$100,000

$70,000-
$250,000

Anchoring Trap
Irrelevant Information 

We answer by adjustments to the assistant’s 
irrelevant estimate, an anchor we ought to ignore.  
It is easier for us to move in a range than it is to 
establish a range, so we apply “seems high” or 
“seems low” reactions to available numbersseems low  reactions to available numbers.
Consider the implications for asking prices in 
negotiations.  Data show even seasoned real estate 
veterans’ assessments affected by anchors.
Think in ranges and confidence intervals. Reframe 
the question or seek out information to expose the 
irrelevant anchor.  Apply new anchors.

Sunk Cost Trap
As the president of an airline company, you have invested $10 million 
of the company’s money into a research project to build a plane that 
would not be detected by conventional radar. When the project is 90% 
completed, another firm begins marketing a radar-blank plane that is 
much faster and far more economical than the plane you are building. 
Should you invest the last 10% of the research funds to finish your 

d bl k l ?radar-blank plane? 

As the president of an airline company, you have received a suggestion 
from one of your employees to use the last $1 million of your research 
funds to develop a plane that would not be detected by conventional 
radar. However, another firm has just begun marketing a radar-blank 
plane that is much faster and far more economical than the plane you 
are building. Should you invest the last million dollars of the research 
funds to build the radar-blank plane?
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Sunk Cost Trap
As the president of an airline company, you have invested $10 million 
of the company’s money into a research project to build a plane that 
would not be detected by conventional radar. When the project is 90% 
completed, another firm begins marketing a radar-blank plane that is 
much faster and far more economical than the plane you are building. 
Should you invest the last 10% of the research funds to finish yourShould you invest the last 10% of the research funds to finish your 
radar-blank plane? 

70% yes
As the president of an airline company, you have received a suggestion 
from one of your employees to use the last $1 million of your research 
funds to develop a plane that would not be detected by conventional 
radar. However, another firm has just begun marketing a radar-blank 
plane that is much faster and far more economical than the plane you 
are building. Should you invest the last million dollars of the research 
funds to build the radar-blank plane?

100% NO

Sunk Cost Trap

Effort justification, we are “rationalizing 
beings”
Escalation of commitment and theEscalation of commitment and the 
justification of past action
Public commitment and self-perception
The tendency to “throw good money 
after bad”

Sunk Cost Trap

Set limits for yourself before beginning 

Consider overall costs rather than incremental 
costs (a million dollars not just 10% more)( j )

Always be willing to cut your losses

Consult with others who have no emotional 
stake in prior commitments

Try to “fall in love” with more than one 
option…
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Bias Traps
Groupthink (a camel is a horse designed by a 
committee)
Status differences
Public commitmentPublic commitment
Strong bias toward alternatives that perpetuate the 
status quo; the pull of the status quo increases as 
number of options go up
Status quo is stronger in organizations that punish 
sins of commission more than sins of omission 
Status quo can be established in minutes

Carter Racing=
Challenger 1986

The Challenger Decision

Report of the Presidential Commission 
on the Space Shuttle Challenger 
AccidentAccident
Structural Secrecy and Organizational 
Misconduct: NASA and the Space 
Shuttle Challenger. Diane Vaughn 1986 
Academy of Management
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Morton Thiocol
Decision Traps

Framing: risk taking
Overconfidence
Sunk Costs
Information gathering: inadequate data, 
seeking only confirming data
Biases

Status and power differences 
Public commitment
Risk taking culture at NASA
“Launching shuttles is our business”

Decision Making
The Bad News

Human beings are highly imperfect 
processors of information
We are riddled with biases and prone to error
Our judgments are clouded by emotion and 
are rarely perfectly rational
Decision traps often work in concert

BUT…
It is Not all Bad News !

We still manage to make lots of good 
decisions despite these shortcomings
With f tWith awareness of common traps, we can 
do even better
A tiny adjustment can produce huge 
improvements in our decision-making

Jury study of racial bias: no instructions vs.. 
colorblind vs.. “overcome your bias”
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Making Good Decisions
The Strategy

Good decisions require asking the right questions
Insist on reframing your problems 
Try out multiple frames, including other points of view, 
future points in time, and more than one point of 

freference.
Pose problems in a neutral redundant way to reveal loss 
aversion
Assign a devil’s advocate against the proposed 
recommendations, and encourage other managers to 
challenge the assumptions and conclusions
Consider improbable or unpopular assumptions and 
projections

Making Good Decisions
The Strategy 
Watch out for the traps

Trusting or relying on information that is most readily 
available (includes your experience)
Overconfidence in your judgment and failure toOverconfidence in your judgment and failure to 
collect key factual information
Seeing a trend in chance
Anchoring on irrelevant information
Sunk costs
You may never, however, have all the information.  
Avoid analysis paralysis

Making Good Decisions
The Strategy

Social biases can prevent us from 
considering and evaluating the quality 
of the data. Design the decision process

Status and power differences
Groupthink
Public commitment
Status quo

Re-evaluate decisions over time
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Go Forth & Decide

By reducing bias, searching thoroughly for information, 
and being vigilant to avoid common traps, you can make 
rational decisions. 
Reframe when necessary and question your own 

hypotheses. 
Resist escalating commitment to suboptimal plans with 

sunk costs that have established a new status quo.
Learn as much as you can about the decision making 

process and  you can be confident in the quality of your 
decisions.

Don’t be Afraid !

"In any moment of decision, the best thing 
you can do is the right thing, the next best 
thing is the wrong thing, and the worst thing 

d h "you can do is nothing." 
Theodore Roosevelt
"There is no more miserable human being 
than one in whom nothing is habitual but 
indecision." 
William James

Resources
Decision Traps: the ten barriers to brilliant decision-making and 
how to overcome them.  JE Russo, PJH Schoemaker. Fireside 
(October 15, 1990)ISBN-10: 0671726099 
Winning Decisions: Getting It Right the First Time. JE Russo and 
PJH Schoemaker. Currency; 1st edition (December 26, 2001) 
ISBN 10: 0385502257ISBN-10: 0385502257
The Framing of Decisions and the Psychology of Choice.  Amos 
Tversky and Daniel Kahneman. Science 211 (1981), pp. 453-8, 
copyright 1981 by the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science
What You Don’t Know About Making Decisions. DA Garvin and 
MA Roberto, Harvard Business Review, September 2001 
The Hidden Traps in Decision Making. JS Hammond, RL Keeney, 
H Raiffa. Clinical Laboratory Management Review. 
January/February 1999.
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Thank you !
Questions ?




